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Critical IT Elements to Ensure a Solid Business Foundation
Proven best practices to help you attain technology clarity and stronger alignment to the 
business, producing greater outcomes and satisfaction for your customers. 

Abstract

■  For enterprise-level IT organizations, implementation of a framework for service  
management, technology architecture, project management and security  
management will help the organization better align technology to business.

■  Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) yields powerful functions  
and processes that, over time, can improve your bottom line.

■   High-value ITIL processes, when integrated into the organization’s larger business  
strategy, enable IT organizations to shift from a reactive to proactive operations  
mode and more efficiently and consistently deliver the service outcomes your  
customers expect.  
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Introduction   

Enterprise-level IT organizations are strengthened when they enable and deploy  
technology best practices. The business rests upon a three-column foundation of  
functions – Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL), technology architecture and  
program management – in turn supported by an underlying layer of security  
framework. 

In Involta’s experience, selective implementation of the entire framework is a  
powerful move that helps you:

•Streamline and standardize customer communication
•Manage technology proactively (get out of reactive mode)
•Close the gap between your technology vision and current reality
•Attain clarity regarding the role of technology in your organization’s goals
•Better communicate the value of services
•Optimally manage projects, customer expectations and IT department budgets 

Understanding best-practice guidelines, processes and functions for technology  
support and management will help you better serve your customers – ultimately  
delivering more value to the business. 

This white paper lays out the basic definition, components and benefits of three  
foundational functions as well as the security framework. In addition, you’ll find a list of 
suggested security control standards you can use as a starting point for your organization.
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Service Management   

The first foundational function of ITIL for enterprise IT organizations is service management.

Though most enterprise-level IT organizations have support processes in place, all too often 
those processes are not optimized for customer outcomes. 

It’s important to remember that your customers are not sourcing technology from you – they’re 
sourcing the solution to a problem or a service to fulfill a particular need. Consequently, for 
maximum efficiency and customer satisfaction, manage technology strategically to achieve a 
delivered service outcome. Service management processes are core component in ensuring 
these outcomes are achieved. 

Initial Deployments of Service Management At-A-Glance 

Component At-A-Glance

Service Desk Provides foundation to improve or 
 maintain efficiencies by managing customer 
 communications, managing the incident  
 process, reporting on Service Level Agreement  
 (SLA) metrics, and providing consistent  
 responses to customer needs.

Incident Management Ensures consistency in incident handling and   
 interface with customer. 

Change Management A methodological way to make updates to 
 technology. Supports infrastructure security  
 management.

Service Level Management Describes guidelines for communicating   
 with customer and defines incident response   
 and escalation.

Configuration Management Supports the risk analysis associated with   
 change, defines assets and relationships, 
 helps define services.

Financial Management Enumerates services to be delivered to customer,  
 supports all other processes, defines overall   
 financial model.

The ITIL model has other processes and should be reviewed to identify which processes  
provide the required benefit to the business.
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Level PMF Focus Comments

1 Initial Technolgy Technology excellence/experts

2 Repeatable Customer Focus Proper service level management

3 Defined Product/Service Operational processes (e.g., Service Support)

4 Managed Business Focus Business and IT aligned

5 Optimized Value Chain Seamless integration of IT into the 
   business and strategy making

Most IT organizations will derive the greatest benefit with the deployment of a Service Desk 
function along with Change and Incident Management processes. The other processes listed 
often have value either as a support function to a specific incident and/or change independently.

While the model has five levels of maturity, Involta rarely sees IT organizations focus beyond 
Level 2, repeatable. If Incident and Change processes are at a repeatable level and the 
support processes such as Service Level Management, and Configuration Management are 
defined then the overall alignment with the customer and the business is normally achieved.

Service Desk
The Service Desk function is critical as a face to the customer and alignment to the business. 
In order to properly structure the Service Desk, Involta leverages the ITIL model, in tandem 
with the Help Desk Institute’s best-practice model and performance metrics. 

The Service Desk also provides the foundation to improve or maintain efficiencies for the 
entire IT organization by managing customer communications, managing the  
incident process, report on SLA metrics, and providing a consistent response to  
customer needs.

Getting Started
As an IT organization evaluates their process environment, it is helpful to first identify the level 
of maturity required by each process in order to achieve alignment with the business. The ITIL 
Process Maturity Framework has the following levels:
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Critical Processes Details 
The following provides a recommendation for the first phase of a Service Management  
deployment project. 

Incident Management

• A repeatable level of maturity provides the consistent interface to the customer

• The Service Level Management process provides definition for response and escalation

• Configuration Management provides the definition for what and who an incident affects

Change Management

• A repeatable level of maturity should be the goal

• Service Level Management provides the guidelines for communicating with the customer and  
the business

• Configuration Management supports the risk analysis associated with a change

• Change Management is a critical process supporting infrastructure security management

Service Level Management

• Service Level Management needs to be at a defined level of maturity to support Change and I 
ncident Management

• Identifies the guidelines for communicating with the customer and the business

• Operating Level Agreements (OLAs) define how departments within the IT organization work together 
to meet overall Service Level Agreements (SLAs)

• Underpinning Contracts define how outsourced services tie into the overall SLA

Configuration Management

• Configuration Management needs to be at a defined level of maturity to support Change and  
Incident Management

• A Configuration Management Database (CMDB) defines the relationship between assets known as 
Configuration Items (CIs)

• CIs can be grouped in order to define a service and help build the financial model for the Catalog  
of Services

Financial management

• A Catalog of Services provides a description or list of the services to be delivered to the customer 
such as a the clinical application

• Support all other processes and defines the overall financial model by the service  
delivered to the customer

The ITIL model has other processes and should be reviewed to identify which processes provide the 
required benefit to the business.
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Technology Architecture Planning   

The second foundational function of ITIL for enterprise IT organizations is technology  
architecture.

Involta advises its enterprise IT customers to build a Technology Architecture Plan, ensuring  
clarity and alignment of technology to business objectives and providing a roadmap for future 
progress. Within that plan, an IT Capabilities Plan is often created to identify the technology 
infrastructure required to support the Technology Architecture Plan. 

Components of these plans can include:

• Point in time (as-is) review of technology deployed, applications, infrastructure and data

• Three-year Technology Vision utilizing information from the business

• Gap analysis that identifies gaps and improvements to address over a 12-18 month timeframe

• Budget and projects section prioritizing specific projects that will improve process  
maturity or technology health issues

While implementing components of ITIL and putting together technology plans are endeavors 
requiring both time and money, the short- and long-range benefits to the organization and the 
bottom line make the expenditures well worth it.

Program Management   

The third foundational function of ITIL is program management. The program  
management office (PMO) serves multiple important purposes, including defining  
the organization’s portfolio of services, defining the business capabilities that the  
organization’s IT needs to support, and defining the process for bringing new projects in. 

Three entities within the PMO hold key roles whose impacts ripple across the entire  
organization: 

• Business Analyst (BA) – The BA interfaces directly with the business (customers),  
serving as a sort of translator and liaison between the customer and the  
application team. The BA helps define projects, build and constrain project  
requirements to ensure satisfaction and prevent scope creep, and communicate  
the technology capabilities that the business needs to the application team so the  
architecture is designed correctly. The BA also explains the SLAs and helps the  
business understand security management. More on that in the next section. 

• Program Manager (PM) – Manages the project side of the PMO. Ensures that the project  
is completed on time and on budget.

• IT Steering Committee – Helps the CIO govern. Assesses and prioritizes business IT needs 
and “nice to haves.” Oversees financial management of projects to ensure alignment of  
resources with priorities. A larger organization may also have a Director of IT Financial  
Management within the PMO. 

The PMO is supported by the application development team. It also has interfaces with service 
management and technology architecture in order to ensure that project requirements are met.
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Security Management   

Security management is a critical layer that underlies the three foundational functions of  
service management, technology architecture and project management. 

The security management program first has to identify and define the security standards that 
the company is going to be governed by going forward. Those standards should be industry 
standards. The details will vary by:

• Industry 

• Legal compliance requirements (e.g. HIPAA, GLB, PCI)

• Associated industry standards (e.g. ISO2700, 800-53, SANS organization controls, NERC/
FERC, SIP controls) 

Security controls are defined based upon those standards. The security management program 
then defines the processes and guidance documents that will enable the organization to  
adhere to those controls. 

Every organization has to build its own corporate security standards. None of the standards  
listed above tell a company exactly how to design your controls and implement them. Your  
implementation must balance considerations of compliance, risk, effort and efficiency,  
and – of course – budget.

For example, automating a given process may increase efficiency but be costly to implement. 
Another example: A server running an application without personal information or proprietary 
corporate information may not need stringent controls required for other aspects of the  
business. 

As a starting point when you begin to design and implement your controls, here are eight  
fundamental security control standards drawn directly from Involta’s own PMO:

• Critical asset identification

• Security management controls policy

• Personnel and training

• Security perimeter(s)

• Physical security of critical assets

• Systems security management

• Incident response and response planning

• Recovery plan for critical assets

Security management is ultimately about managing risk, cost and controls to meet the 
requirements of corporate security standards and compliance.

Your Next Step   

Involta supports multiple enterprise-level IT organizations in evaluating and implementing  
service management support processes, architecture development methodologies,  
program/project management processes and information security management processes. 

Contact Involta to  
schedule a complimentary 
consultation regarding ITIL 
implementation, technology 
architecture planning, or 
security management.
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Involta is a leading provider of IT services and infrastructure, offering enterprise-class  
compliance, cloud and managed technology solutions. Involta builds, owns and operates  
concurrently maintainable data centers nationwide. The Company has facilities in Arizona, 
Idaho, Iowa, Ohio and Minnesota.  

The Involta team provides competent, experienced technical expertise allowing for solid 
business decision-making about your data center, disaster recovery and service management 
needs. The facilities Involta manages incorporate the highest industry standards including: 
SSAE 16, ITIL and LEED. Involta partners with customers to “Secure Your Future” so you can 
focus on running your organization with confidence. In 2010, Inc. Magazine named Involta the 
second fastest growing IT Company in the country. Involta also made the list of 500 Fastest 
Growing Companies (#40 overall).

About the author: Lonnie Bloomquist, Founder, Chief Technology Officer has more than 30 
years of diverse experience in the information and communications industries. Bloomquist’s 
extensive background includes network and communications design, implementation  
strategies and executive, organizational and operational consulting. He has engaged with 
Involta customers in various consulting capacities, including as acting Chief Technology Officer 
and Director of Architecture assisting customers in executive leadership development, ITIL and 
CIP deployment and network and communications project management.
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